Cancers are clonal expansions, but how a single, transformed human cell grows into a billion-cell tumor is uncertain because serial observations are impractical. Potentially, this history is surreptitiously recorded within genomes that become increasingly numerous, polymorphic, and physically separated after transformation. To correlate physical with epigenetic pairwise distances, small 2,000-to 10,000-cell gland fragments were sampled from left and right sides of 12 primary colorectal cancers, and passenger methylation at 2 CpG-rich regions was measured by bisulfite sequencing. Methylation patterns were polymorphic but differences were similar between different parts of the same tumor, consistent with relatively isotropic or ''flat'' clonal expansions that could be simulated by rapid initial population expansions. Methylation patterns were too diverse to be consistent with very rare cancer stem cells but were more consistent with multiple (Ϸ4 to 1,000) long-lived cancer stem cell lineages per cancer gland. Our study illustrates the potential to reconstruct the unperturbed biology of human cancers from epigenetic passenger variations in their present-day genomes.
H
uman cancer dynamics are poorly characterized because serial observations are impractical. Cancers are thought initially to grow exponentially followed by a decline in growth rates (1) . Progression is also thought to occur through clonal evolution (2) , with the succession of increasingly more-fit tumor populations. Although this is conceptually attractive, it has been difficult to document human cancer evolution directly, and clonal evolution may be rare in visible cancers because the full malignant potential may often be present at the time of transformation (3, 4) .
In lieu of direct observations, statistical methods are commonly used to infer the past from variation in present-day genomes. Cancers are large cell populations that originate from single transformed cells. Both genetic and physical distances potentially encode ancestry because cancer genomes become increasingly numerous, polymorphic, and physically separated after transformation (Fig. 1A) . Because daughter cells are initially adjacent, physical distances can be used to calibrate genetic distances, particularly when tumor cells are divided into distinct subpopulations by glands that deter mixing. During tumor growth, both physical and genetic distances increase. However, when growth ceases and cell division is balanced by cell death, physical distances are relatively static but genetic distances still increase, potentially reducing correlations between physical and genetic differences (Fig. 1B) . Adjacent cells within a gland may or may not be closely related, whereas cells from different sides of a cancer likely shared a common ancestor near the time of transformation (Fig. 1C) .
A rapid, initial clonal expansion produces relatively uniform tumor populations because different parts of the tumor are essentially created at the same time. We call such uniformity isotropic or ''flat,'' because one cannot readily distinguish between different parts of the same tumor. Many primary tumors are physically symmetric (ball-like or donut-shaped), and their underlying ancestral trees may also be similar in different tumor regions if most long-lived stem cell lineages and their glands are created during the initial clonal expansion. Alternatively, clonal evolution could produce population heterogeneity because different parts of a tumor are created at different times (Fig. 1D) .
Somatic mutation frequencies are too low [Ͻ1 mutation per 100,000 bases (5, 6)] in most cancer genomes to readily compare sequence variations between cells within individual cancers. However, epigenetic patterns, like cytosine methylation on CpG dinucleotides, are also copied during genome replication (7) . The 5Ј to 3Ј order of DNA methylation can be measured by bisulfite sequencing and can be used, like sequences, as a measure of population diversity (8) . Methyl-cytosine has a relatively higher mutation rate than other DNA bases, but such mutations are still rare in cancer genomes (6) . Starting from the first transformed cell, the 5Ј to 3Ј order of methylation at certain neutral or passenger regions may drift during the multiple genome replications needed to form a visible cancer. If a single cancer progresses through a series of expansions, older portions will be more heterogeneous relative to newer subpopulations. However, with flat clonal expansions, methylation pattern heterogeneity would be similar throughout the tumor because ancestry (cell division and death) and mitotic age (total numbers of divisions since transformation) are similar in different parts of the cancer. Here we sample passenger methylation patterns from different parts of the same tumor and find evidence that many colorectal cancers are relatively flat clonal expansions.
Results
To simplify analysis, passenger methylation patterns were measured with bisulfite sequencing of 2 small CpG-rich regions or ''tags'' (BGN, 8 or 9 CpG sites; and LOC, 14 CpG sites) on the X-chromosome (Fig. 2 ) in 12 cancers from male patients ( Table  1) . It is likely that only a single allele or pattern is present in the first transformed cell because aneuploidy is relatively rare in adenomas (9, 10) . Tag methylation is likely to represent neutral passenger changes because the LOC tag is in an intergenic region, and BGN is expressed in connective tissue and not epithelium (11) . An implicit assumption is that methylation and demethylation errors behave in a similar way to point mutations in genomic DNA. Although this assumption has not been directly tested, DNA methylation appears to require cell division (12) , and methylation patterns in the normal human colon are consistent with such replication errors (11) .
For each cancer, 2 physically distinct regions (Ϸ1 cm 3 ) were obtained from different sides at least 2 cm apart. Five to 7 small cancer gland fragments (about 2,000-10,000 cells in size) were sampled from each side (see Fig. 1 A) , with bisulfite sequencing of 8 tags from each fragment. Multiple tag comparisons are possible within individual glands and between glands either from the same or different sides of the cancer.
Cancer Gland Methylation Patterns Are Spatially Symmetric. With flat clonal expansions, one side of a tumor should be as diverse as another side. Tag patterns were complex and heterogeneous within and between fragments of a single cancer [see Fig. 2 and supporting information (SI) Appendix], but average tag parameters from opposite sides of the same tumor were correlated (Fig. 3 ). There were no significant differences between sides in the numbers of unique tags per gland for any of the 12 cancers. There was a single cancer (Cancer 10) with a significant difference between sides for pairwise tag distances within a gland for BGN but not LOC tags, and for percent-tag methylation there was a single cancer (Cancer 12) with a significant difference between sides for BGN but not LOC tags (see Table 1 ). This uniform intragland tag-pattern heterogeneity is consistent with relatively flat clonal expansions and implies that cell ancestry within a gland is similar, regardless of where the gland is located.
Consistent with the expectation that physical distance may be a surrogate for ancestry, average pairwise-tag distances were smaller within glands and greater between glands (Fig. 4A) . Diversity is thought to arise from replication errors and more divisions are likely required to form larger cancers. While there was no trend for increasing percentage of-tag methylation with cancer size, there was a slight trend for greater tag diversity in larger cancers (Fig. 4B ). This trend was not statistically significant and some smaller cancers were more diverse than some larger cancers, indicating diversity or mitiotic age is not a simple function of absolute cell number or physical distances.
Tag Distances Vary with Physical Distances but Not Phenotype.
To correlate more precisely tag and physical distances, BGN tag patterns were sampled from glands microdissected by laser capture microscopy (LCM) for 6 cancers. If growth occurred continuously by gland fission, adjacent glands should be more related than more distant glands. If growth occurred by rapid clonal expansion, glands are essentially created at the same time and pairwise differences between glands would reflect in situ replication errors (see Fig. 1B ); widely separated glands would be almost as related as adjacent glands. Within a single microscope slide, there was a trend for greater intergland tag distances with physical distance (Fig. 5A ). This trend was slight and significant for only 1 of 6 cancers. Adjacent glands were almost as related as more distant glands.
LCM also provides the ability to compare invasive and superficial glands. If invasion occurs later in the progression (see Fig.  1D ), invasive glands should be less diverse than older superficial glands. Intragland tag distances were not significantly different between invasive and superficial glands (Fig. 5B) , suggesting that invasive and superficial portions of the same tumor have similar mitotic ages.
Simulations Consistent with Rapid Initial Growth and a Stem Cell
Hierarchy. The above data demonstrate relatively uniform methylation pattern heterogeneity throughout many colorectal cancers. To better understand how such uniform diversity may arise, we simulated tumorigenesis starting from a single transformed cell. To simulate local ancestry, cells were partitioned into glands that divide into 2 similar glands when the number of cells per gland exceeds a threshold. Glands from different parts of the tumor were sampled at the end of the simulation. With these simulations, it is possible to infer numbers of long-lived lineages or CSCs per cancer gland by comparing tag diversity between cancer sides with tag diversity within cancer glands. If there are many CSCs per gland, the diversity within a gland should be nearly as great as the diversity between cancer sides (see Fig. 1C and SI Appendix). With very rare CSCs, gland diversity would be much less than the diversity between cancer sides.
Parameters used in the model include the number of divisions, the number of CSCs per gland fragment, and the stem cell division process: asymmetric (1 daughter cell survives) or symmetric (both daughters survive or die). Methylation replication error rates were fixed in our simulations. Although the mitotic age of any individual cancer is uncertain, most cancers are likely to be removed within a few years after transformation. Assuming our cancers represent an average cohort, methylation error rates were set such that the average interval between transformation and removal of our 12 cancers was about 2 years (see SI Appendix for details). LOC and BGN pairwise-tag distances between cancer sides were used to calibrate the mitotic age of each cancer because these genomes likely last shared a common ancestor around the time of transformation.
Observed tag diversity could be simulated with initial exponential growth followed by divisions but no net increase in cell numbers. Estimated cancer mitotic ages ranged from 250 to 1,130 divisions (Table 2) . Tag diversity was not consistent with very rare (1 per gland) or common (every cell is a ''stem'' cell) CSCs, but more consistent with a hierarchy of shorter-lived cells maintained by intermediate numbers of mitotic CSCs per cell gland (Table 3 and SI Appendix). No single scenario fit all cancers, and cancers had different numbers of estimated CSCs per gland (see Table 2 ). Simulations with deterministic (100% asymmetric) division required smaller numbers (4-16 per gland) of CSCs, whereas stochastic survival (50% asymmetric division) required larger CSC numbers (64-1,024 per gland). Both deterministic and stochastic stem cell hierarchies qualitatively fit the experimental data, but more experimental intragland values fell within the 95% simulation intervals for CSCs with stochastic survival (see Table 3 ). CSC frequencies may have important biological consequences for tumor progression. There were no significant differences between tumor size or stage and estimated CSC numbers, but cancers with MSIϩ tended to have lower estimated numbers of CSCs per gland (Fig. 4C) .
Discussion
Little is known about how human cancers grow because their growth cannot be observed systematically. Although cancer progression may occur through clonal evolution (2), potentially the full malignant potential of a cancer is present at the time of transformation (3, 4) . The observation that colorectal cancergland diversity is similar regardless of location or phenotype is consistent with relatively simple flat clonal expansions. Several known cancer characteristics may contribute to this uniformity. With rapid initial growth kinetics (1), the long-lived lineages that populate different parts of a tumor tend to be nearly identical because they are created early after transformation during exponential growth. Only about 30 cell doublings are required for a single cell to produce a visible tumor (Ϸ1 cm 3 or ϳ1 billion cells), but many more divisions are possible during nonexponential tumor growth when cell division may be balanced by cell death. Therefore, rapid clonal expansion would tend to homogenize a tumor and most cancer-gland passenger diversity will accumulate later from in situ replication errors (see Fig. 1B) .
A hallmark of cancer is uncontrolled proliferation from self-sufficiency in growth signals and insensitivity to antigrowth signals (13) , and cancer cells will potentially have similar mitotic ages regardless of location or phenotype because they cannot regulate their divisions. Unregulated, monotonic cell division could therefore contribute to uniform cancer-gland mitotic ages and diversity. Consistent with the hypothesis that the ability to invade may be determined at the time of transformation (3, 4), observed similarities in diversity of superficial and invasive cancer glands (see Fig. 5B ) suggests that physical invasion occurs early but commonly stalls. If the capability for invasion exists at the time of transformation, cells that express an invasive phenotype may do so simply because they are fortuitously next to the muscularis during the rapid, initial clonal expansion. Clonal evolution after transformation may occur infrequently in visible cancers because somatic mutations are relatively rare in cancer genomes. Cancer point-mutation rates appear comparable to normal cells, progression from a large adenoma to cancer was estimated to require about 17 years, and generally the same mutations are present in primary tumors and their metastases (5, 6, 14) .
Recent transplantation studies have identified stem cell properties in CD133-expressing colorectal cancer cells, with estimates of about 1 CSC per Ϸ60,000 cancer cells (15, 16) . However, stem cells are also ancestors in an ancestral tree (17) , and cancer-tag diversity was more consistent with multiple long-lived, actively dividing CSC lineages in each gland fragment. This inferred CSC gland hierarchy is similar to normal crypts (18) , with short-lived progeny maintained by multiple niche stem cells. Further studies are needed to reconcile possible differences between CSCs prospectively identified by xenotransplantation versus ancestors retrospectively identified from genome variation. Although quiescent CSCs may be resistant to therapies that target dividing cells (19) , it would be difficult to generate and accumulate diversity within single cancer glands if CSCs were quiescent and rare. Frequent and mitotic CSC lineages could more effectively generate greater heterogeneity, thereby contributing to chemotherapeutic failures from preexisting resistant subclones (20) . Interestingly, MSIϩ colorectal cancers are associated with better clinical outcomes (21) and appear to have less frequent CSCs.
Our conclusions are limited by the relatively small numbers of tags per cancer and the inherent uncertainties and imprecision of reconstructing the past from stochastic replication errors, which could mask local differences in mitotic ages. The current approach may not be optimal, but the general strategy of reconstructing the past by comparing genomes within spatially defined cell populations can have broad applications to human biology because prior experimental interventions are unnecessary. A future analysis would sample CpG sites at more loci because error rates are likely to vary along a chromosome. Cancer ancestral histories inferred from passenger variations may improve the understanding of how rarer driver changes reprogram a single transformed cell to grow, invade, or metastasize.
Methods
Cancer Gland Isolation. Excess fresh colorectal cancer tissues were obtained after surgery from the Norris Cancer Center, with approval by its Institutional Review Board. Two, Ϸ1 cm 3 regions at least 2 cm apart were sampled from each cancer, and individual cancer glands were isolated from each region with an EDTA-washout as with normal colon crypts (11) . The glands appeared to contain greater than 95% epithelial cells and varied in size from 2,000 to 10,000 cells. DNA in each gland was isolated and bisulfite treated using an agar bead method (11) . Microsatellite instability was defined by somatic deletions in two polyA repeat loci [BAT-25 and BAT-26 (22)]. LCM was performed with an Arcturus PixCell II system.
Cancer Tag Analysis.
Approximately one-third of each bead was amplified by PCR for the BGN (11) or LOC tags (see Fig. 2 ). Both tags are on the X-chromosome and the cancers were all from male patients. The LOC tag is located in an intergenic region Ϸ7 Kb upstream of BGN at Xq28. PCR products were cloned and 8 tags per gland were sequenced. For each cancer, 10 to 12 glands were analyzed for LOC, and 13 to 14 glands for BGN.
Simulations of Cancer Crypt Ancestry. The simulations started from a single transformed cell containing a single tag with a percent methylation closest to the average observed value for the cancer (see SI Appendix for more details). Initial growth was exponential (1 cell produces 2 daughter cells) such that after 32 divisions, there were approximately 4 billion cells. Subsequently, cell division was balanced by cell death. To maintain local ancestry, cells were clustered within 8,192 cell glands, which divided into 2 glands during exponential growth when this threshold was exceeded. Simulations were designed so that only representative portions of the entire history were sampled. Afterward, methylation replication errors were superimposed upon the simulated ancestry.
Parameters used in the simulation include total cancer mitotic ages, methylation error rates, stem cell numbers per gland, and whether stem cell division after exponential growth was deterministic (100% asymmetric with 1 stem and 1 non-stem cell daughter) or stochastic (defined here as a 50% probability of asymmetric division). With stochastic stem cell division, similar to a stem cell niche (11), stem cell lineage extinction was balanced by stem cell lineage expansion such that total stem cell numbers per gland were constant. To mimic a stem cell hierarchy, non-stem cell progeny were allowed to divide and die in such a way that glands contained 8, 192 cells.
Mitotic ages were estimated for each cancer by simulating the number of divisions required to generate observed pairwise tag distances between sides. Methylation error rates (methylation or demethylation) were estimated to be 0.0003 or 0.0005 changes per CpG site per division, respectively, for BGN and LOC tags. The mitotic age of the tumor was taken as the average of ages estimated with BGN or LOC tags. These estimated mitotic ages were similar between LOC and BGN tags, except for Cancer 6 and Cancer 7 (see SI Appendix). Each cancer was simulated with different numbers (i.e., 1, 2, 4, . . . 4,096) of stem cells per gland. For unique tags per gland and intragland-pairwise distances, 95% simulation intervals were used to judge which stem scenarios best fit the experimental data (see Tables 2 and 3 ).
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